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Abstract—Modern datacenters host datasets in DRAM to offer
large-scale online services with tight tail-latency requirements.
Unfortunately, as DRAM is expensive and increasingly difficult to
scale, datacenter operators are forced to consider denser storage
technologies. While modern flash-based storage exhibits µs-scale
access latency, which is well within the tail-latency constraints
of many online services, traditional demand paging abstraction
used to manage memory and storage incurs high overheads
and prohibits flash usage in online services. We introduce
AstriFlash, a hardware-software co-design that tightly integrates
flash and DRAM with ns-scale overheads. Our evaluation of server
workloads with cycle-accurate full-system simulation shows that
AstriFlash achieves 95% of a DRAM-only system’s throughput
while maintaining the required 99th-percentile tail latency and
reducing the memory cost by 20x.

I. INTRODUCTION

As billions of online users generate data daily, computer
system designers struggle to architect datacenters that can
manage ever-increasing datasets in a high-performance and
cost-effective manner [11]. To provide online services with
high throughput and low tail latency, modern datacenters host
the majority of data in memory [21], [56], [58] using TBs of
DRAM per server [10], [66]. Unfortunately, DRAM accounts
for a significant fraction of the overall server cost [7] and is
not scaling in capacity [11], [48], [52], [64]. Thus, datacenter
operators are forced to consider denser technologies to host
online services [22].

NAND flash is a suitable alternative as it enjoys 50x price
($/GB) improvement over DRAM [6], [34], but with 1000x
higher latency [37], [44], [67], [80]. We believe that tighter
integration of flash with DRAM might be a potential solution
for two reasons. First, many modern online services have ms-
scale end-to-end tail-latency constraints [18], [23], which allows
them to absorb few µs-scale flash accesses [14], [18], [22], [41],
[42], [44]. Second, object popularity and request distributions
for datacenter workloads are inherently skewed [64], [73], [75],
[76], thus allowing hosting the hot fraction of the dataset in
DRAM that serves most requests and filters the bandwidth
required from the backing flash. The above observations should
permit the design of a cost-effective two-tier hierarchy where

a capacity-constrained DRAM caches the hot fraction of the
dataset stored in a capacity-scaled flash layer.

The central obstacle to such a design today is the reliance
on the traditional OS abstraction of demand paging for moving
data between memory and flash. While paging was originally
introduced for devices with ms-scale access latencies (e.g.,
disks), modern flash-based devices provide ∼50 µs access
latency. As a consequence, archaic OS paging mechanisms
incur performance overheads unsuitable for the tight tail-
latency constraints of online services [12], [19], [49], [50],
[53]. Previous proposals combat the performance overheads
by either accelerating paging [49], [50] or providing direct
access to flash [1], [9], but still have a significant performance
degradation compared to DRAM-only systems, or bypass
paging and virtual memory altogether [41], [44], [65].

We propose AstriFlash, a hardware-software co-designed
system that tightly integrates flash and DRAM to achieve
DRAM-like performance with capacity and cost benefits of
flash while maintaining the abstraction of virtual memory. We
identify that paging overheads can be divided into core-side
and memory-side arising from task switching and memory
management. As a solution, we employ DRAM as a hardware-
managed cache (e.g., Intel Knights Landing [68]) to eliminate
the OS memory-management overheads and enable near-
DRAM capacity management and data movement. We also
hide the flash access latency using fast user-level thread
switches triggered on a DRAM-cache miss instead of the
traditional OS-based context switches, thus enabling efficient
asynchronous flash accesses. While prior proposals [44], [49],
[50], [65] typically focus on optimizing one class of overheads,
AstriFlash achieves better performance by addressing core-side
and memory-side overheads synergistically. Overall, AstriFlash
efficiently absorbs the µs-scale flash latency by providing cross-
stack integration with ns-scale overheads. Such integration
requires a novel re-design of three essential techniques:

1) While switch-on-miss architectures have been studied
for ns-scale memory stalls [17] and ms-scale disk stalls [71],
AstriFlash requires absorbing µs-scale flash accesses in online
services using flexible user-level threads. In contrast to a
limited number of hardware threads and expensive OS-based
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context switches, user-level threads enable low-cost contexts to
efficiently overlap flash accesses by directly switching threads
in 100 ns on a DRAM-cache miss. AstriFlash also provides
hardware support to ensure forward progress and prevent
starvation, thus upholding the tail latency of online services.

2) AstriFlash revisits classic proposals on memory traps [62]
as it requires tolerating µs-scale DRAM-cache misses instead
of rare ms-scale page faults using OS support. Accommodating
frequent DRAM-cache misses in modern out-of-order (OoO)
cores requires efficient microarchitectural support to revert
committed stores residing in the Store Buffer (SB). AstriFlash
extends existing speculation proposals [77] to cover the SB,
thus allowing reverting stores without OS support.

3) AstriFlash avoids OS-based memory management using a
hardware-managed DRAM cache and provides microarchitec-
tural support for managing 100s of concurrent misses. While
traditional on-chip cache designs implement costly SRAM-
based structures to support 10s of concurrent misses for
ns-scale cache-refill latency, the DRAM cache can have 100s
of concurrent misses because of the µs-scale cache refills from
flash. To the best of our knowledge, while previous DRAM-
cache proposals [35], [36], [51], [63] do not provide such
support, AstriFlash provides novel microarchitectural support
to implement an in-DRAM miss status table to track concurrent
misses at low cost.

Overall, AstriFlash provides a flash-based system for online
services where a fast-but-expensive DRAM contains the hot
fraction, and a slow-but-cheaper flash contains the dataset, thus
reducing the memory cost by 20x. Our evaluation shows that
AstriFlash achieves ∼95% of the throughput of a DRAM-only
system while maintaining the 99th-percentile latency.

II. FLASH-INTEGRATED HIERARCHIES

NAND flash offers 50x cost improvement [6], [34] but incurs
1000x higher latency (50 µs) than DRAM [37], [44], [67],
[80]. While various online services with ms-scale tail latency
constraints can absorb a few µs-scale flash accesses [14],
[18], [22], [23], [41], [42], [44], replacing all DRAM with
flash will result in unacceptable performance. Therefore, a
careful combination of flash and DRAM is required to reduce
costs while maintaining acceptable performance. Flash is
commercialized as a storage device called Solid State Drive
(SSD) with legacy I/O interfaces that preclude its use in online
services. Therefore, tighter flash integration while maintaining
DRAM-like performance requires the following considerations.

A. Identifying the required DRAM-to-flash ratio

Memory hierarchies are designed using caching principles
to exploit the locality present in data accesses. Faster devices
are used as a cache to serve frequently accessed data while
backing slower devices serve data in case of a cache miss [47].
In datacenter workloads, a small fraction of the dataset can
absorb most of the data accesses. Such an access pattern can
be exploited by hosting the hot fraction of the dataset in
DRAM while the backing flash contains the whole dataset [73],
[74], [75], [76]. Each DRAM miss requires fetching the
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Fig. 1: Miss rate and flash bandwidth vs. DRAM capacity.

requested data from flash. Similar to previous studies [73],
[76], we examine the DRAM miss ratio while varying the
DRAM-to-flash capacity ratio for CloudSuite [23] workloads.

BWFlash =
BWDRAM

Cache Block Size
× Miss Rate × Page Size (1)

We also study the tradeoff between DRAM capacity and flash
bandwidth required to refill the DRAM. We calculate the flash
bandwidth required per core using Equation 1 with 0.5 GBps as
average DRAM bandwidth [74], [75], 4KB and 64B as the page
and cache block size. Page is the smallest data unit in DRAM
but is decided to be larger than the cache block to capture spatial
locality in the lower levels of the memory hierarchy where
temporal locality is scarce. Large pages also reduce the tracking
metadata required for all pages in DRAM. Figure 1 shows the
average cache miss ratio across workloads and the required
flash bandwidth for different DRAM capacities. Similar to
previous studies [73], [76], the miss rates flatten around 3% of
DRAM capacity, which requires 60 GBps of flash bandwidth
for a 64-core system [3]. With PCIe Gen5 specifications [20]
providing up to 128 GBps bandwidth, it is possible to meet
the flash bandwidth requirements for high core counts using
multiple SSDs. To reduce the bandwidth requirements further,
we can use a larger DRAM cache, employ smaller pages, or
use optimizations such as Footprint Cache [36].

Henceforth, we assume a system with 1TB dataset hosted
in flash and a DRAM cache with 3% capacity (i.e., 32GB),
which requires 60 GBps aggregate flash bandwidth for 64
cores. As flash is 50x cheaper than DRAM, this configuration
reduces the memory cost by 20x compared to a 1TB DRAM
system [10], [66]. Today, we can already implement such a
flash-based system with existing OS paging support. However,
our workloads indicate that each core encounters a DRAM
miss every 5-25 µs, thus causing the µs-scale paging support
to become the performance bottleneck.

B. Programming abstractions for flash

Data movement between flash and DRAM layers can either
be orchestrated by programmers or transparently done by the
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OS using virtual memory [15]. While the latter places a lower
burden on the programmer, its reliance on demand paging
makes it more challenging to guarantee good performance. To
stress-test AstriFlash, we do not expect the programmer to
control data movement between the DRAM and flash layers.

Data movement in the case of virtual memory is transparent
to programmers, and demand paging is used to retrieve data
from flash. All pages are mapped into the application’s Virtual
Address (VA) space, but only a subset may be present in the
Physical Address (PA) space, i.e., DRAM. When the application
accesses a page not present in DRAM, the OS copies the
required page from flash to DRAM and maps it to the correct
VA. The application is oblivious to the physical location of a
page and uses the same VA for each page throughout execution.
Therefore, virtual memory provides ease of programmability
by enabling permanent VA addresses for data.

Data movement in case of explicit I/O is orchestrated by
programmers. The application manages data transfer between
flash and DRAM using system calls or user-space I/O [32], [44],
[69], and can issue an explicit request to copy a page from
flash into a self-managed memory pool. Complex indexing
structures [44] are used to track pages in both DRAM and
flash, and the limited capacity of the memory pool is exposed
to the application. Thus, as DRAM pages are not guaranteed to
remain at the same index throughout execution, the application
cannot rely on permanent VA addresses.

C. Overheads of demand paging

Modern memory hierarchies use flash as a logical extension
of memory. Demand paging abstractions use DRAM as an
OS-managed cache for flash, where DRAM is exposed to the
OS through a physical address space, and page tables map
virtual addresses to physical addresses. When the application
accesses a virtual address that is not mapped to a physical
address, a page-fault exception is triggered, and the OS fetches
the required page from flash and installs it in the physical
address space, potentially evicting another page. After initiating
the page fault, the OS also performs a context switch, thus
overlapping the flash access with useful work [50].

Traditional demand paging abstraction for I/O was origi-
nally built for dealing with ms-scale access latencies (e.g.,
disks) where the device overheads overshadowed the µs-scale
software overheads. However, as modern devices (e.g., flash)
exhibit µs-scale access latencies, paging becomes a critical
performance bottleneck [12]. We categorize these overheads
into memory-side representing flash-access scheduling and
memory-capacity management, and core-side representing task
management and context switches.

Every page fault requires the OS to schedule an I/O request
to fetch the requested page based on the SSD protocol (e.g.,
NVMe [57]). Checking the page cache and executing the OS
storage stack and NVMe driver can consume up to 10 µs [9],
[49], [50], [65]. Even with recent proposals that include
lean software stacks [32], [69] or allow direct user access
to flash using normal loads and stores [1], [9], systems still
incur µs-scale overheads. As flash accesses are 1000x longer

Thread 1
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Thread 3
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Fig. 2: Asynchronous flash accesses.

than DRAM accesses, frequently accessed pages should be
maintained in DRAM for fast access. Migrating a page to
DRAM might also require evicting another page, where victim
selection is performed using complex policies in the OS
with µs-scale overhead. Page migration also requires updating
the address mappings in the page tables. Keeping the TLBs
coherent with the page tables requires a global TLB shootdown,
which removes the old entries from all the TLBs. Modern TLB
shootdowns are a broadcast operation, thus scaling poorly with
the number of cores and incurring over 10 µs in latency [4],
[46]. Recent proposals [1], [46] attempt to reduce the overhead
by batching multiple page faults together. However, for frequent
flash accesses, the number of overall shootdowns grows with
the core count, thus accumulating high memory-side overhead.

As OoO pipelines cannot hide 50 µs long flash access
latency, the OS provides the abstraction of asynchronous flash
accesses. The OS triggers a context switch on each page fault
to overlap flash latency with useful work and maintain high
system throughput. Previous proposals [1], [9] without context
switches suffer a 5-10x performance degradation compared to
DRAM-only systems. However, each context switch has ∼5 µs
of core-side overhead [39], [65], [72] because of complex
scheduling policies in the OS.

Figure 2 compares asynchronous flash accesses with tra-
ditional paging overheads and an ideal system with no
paging overhead. With 3% DRAM capacity, modern datacenter
workloads have a DRAM miss every ∼10 µs per thread
accompanied by 10 µs of page fault and context switch
overhead [65]. Moreover, TLB shootdowns and OS mechanisms
result in global synchronization and thus do not scale with
the number of cores. Clearly, µs-scale paging overhead causes
high throughput degradation. To address these challenges, we
propose AstriFlash, a hardware-software co-designed flash-
based system for online services.

III. ASTRIFLASH

This section describes the key insights for AstriFlash,
provides an overview of its design, and discusses the tradeoffs
against DRAM-only and flash-based memory hierarchies.

A. Key insights

AstriFlash 1) uses lightweight user-level thread switches
to hide flash accesses and maintain tail-latency constraints,
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and 2) eliminates traditional OS paging overheads using an
accelerated DRAM miss handler.

The first insight aims at reducing the core-side overheads and
is based on queuing characteristics at the tail of the response-
latency distribution in online services with ms-scale Service-
Level Objectives (SLO) [14], [18], [22], [23], [41], [42], [44].
The response latency of requests is dominated by queuing
delay because a system that implements a single-server queuing
model requires the younger requests to wait for older requests
to finish and free up the server. With asynchronous flash
accesses and lightweight thread-switching support, a single
physical server can instead function as a logical multi-server
queuing model. Therefore, older requests waiting for pending
flash accesses can free up the server instead of blocking
younger requests, thus removing the request-level head-of-
the-line blocking and allowing AstriFlash to maintain similar
overall response latency as a DRAM-only system. This insight
applies best at high loads when there are multiple outstanding
requests to cover the flash access latency.

The second insight aims at eliminating the memory-side
overheads and asserts that conventional OS demand paging
abstractions are fundamentally not scalable in systems with
high paging frequency because of synchronization in either
software (i.e., multiple OS threads modifying kernel data
structures like page tables) or hardware (i.e., broadcast-based
TLB shootdowns), thereby limiting throughput as shown
in Figure 2. Memory mapping flash and encapsulating the
memory-management activity in an accelerated miss handler
between the DRAM cache and flash enables removing the
paging overheads and maximizing throughput.

Figure 3 presents the analytical latency and throughput of
AstriFlash, a DRAM-only system, a traditional swap-based
system (OS-Swap), and a system with synchronous flash
accesses (Flash-Sync). DRAM-only and Flash-Sync represent
an M/M/1 queuing system where all the requests always run
to completion. In contrast, AstriFlash and OS-Swap represent
an M/M/k queuing system where k requests are required to
overlap the flash accesses. We assume that every 10 µs of
execution triggers a flash access that takes 50 µs to complete.
Flash-Sync has the worst performance with >80% throughput
degradation as each flash access is synchronous. Though OS-

Swap performs asynchronous flash accesses, it suffers from
severe core-side and memory-side overheads (10 µs per flash
access) because of page fault handling and context switches
that cause ∼50% throughput degradation. AstriFlash has little
overhead from flash access and thread switching, and thus
the throughput approaches that of a DRAM-only system. Our
analysis indicates that an application with flash accesses every
∼10 µs of execution requires a SLO of 40x the average service
time to perform within ∼20% of the DRAM-only system.
The performance gap shrinks as the SLO is relaxed or more
physical servers are added. Overall, AstriFlash can sustain
ms-scale SLOs for online services while achieving DRAM-
like throughput using lightweight, user-level thread switching.

B. Design overview

Figure 4a, 4b, and 4c depict the design overview of OS-
Swap, Flash-Sync, and AstriFlash respectively. On the core side,
AstriFlash provides fast switching among user-space threads at
a µs-scale granularity to efficiently overlap flash accesses with
useful work. On the memory side, AstriFlash allows mapping
flash into the physical address space while using DRAM as a
hardware-managed cache (3% of the flash size).

1) Core-side design: AstriFlash provides novel hardware-
software co-design [29] to hide asynchronous flash accesses
efficiently. While OoO cores are provisioned to hide syn-
chronous DRAM accesses, traditional disk accesses are long
and infrequent enough to perform a context switch in the OS
and hide the latency. However, in AstriFlash, we face µs-scale
stalls which cannot be handled efficiently either in hardware
or software [12]. Previous proposals [1], [76] expose the flash
access latency to the cores and force them to wait for a response,
thus losing throughput. In contrast, AstriFlash provides a novel
µs-scale switch-on-miss architecture that allows switching
user-level threads on a DRAM miss to hide flash accesses
efficiently and achieve DRAM-like throughput. While switch-
on-miss architectures [17] have been studied only in the context
of ns-scale memory stalls and batch workloads like SPEC,
AstriFlash needs to absorb µs-scale stalls and support latency-
sensitive workloads. As online services can incur multiple
outstanding flash accesses, flexible user-level threads are a cost-
effective way to provide the traditional sequential execution
abstraction to programmers and manage 100s of execution
contexts [65], while hardware threads are limited in number.
AstriFlash uses a simple user-level thread library [5], [61] to
switch between threads in 100 ns, which is 50x faster than
context switches, and 5x faster than recent proposals [39],
[65]. AstriFlash also provides architectural support in OoO
cores to invoke the user-level thread scheduler on a DRAM-
cache miss, where the scheduler stops the running thread and
schedules the next available thread. When the original thread
is rescheduled after the flash access completes, it resumes
from the instruction that caused the DRAM-cache miss and
successfully reads the required data from the DRAM cache.
AstriFlash also provides scheduling policies and architectural
support to minimize request starvation.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of hybrid memory system designs.

The µs-scale switch-on-miss design requires microarchi-
tectural changes because the existing OoO cores assume
that all successfully launched memory instructions finish
synchronously. In contrast, on a DRAM-cache miss, AstriFlash
aborts the responsible instruction, e.g., a committed store
residing in the Store Buffer, and resets the core state to that
of the last finished instruction before invoking the user-level
thread scheduler. While a similar problem has been studied
in the context of rare memory traps, previous proposals [62]
rely on the OS to handle the trap. However, as DRAM-cache
misses happen every ∼10 µs, AstriFlash cannot rely on the
heavyweight OS mechanisms and requires microarchitectural
support. As any memory instruction can potentially trigger a
DRAM-cache miss and thus has to be aborted, instructions can
only retire after the previous instruction completes, therefore
disabling the performance critical memory reorderings from
relaxed memory consistency models [55] and resulting in
slow, sequentially-consistent execution. However, the memory
reorderings can be performed speculatively if a rollback
mechanism ensures correctness in case of aborts and discards
all the speculative instructions. The speculation succeeds if
the memory instruction completes, thus allowing the follow-
ing speculatively-executed instructions to retire legally. Such
speculation mechanisms [16], [24], [77] have been extensively
studied in the context of memory consistency models and
require extra tracking structures per core.

2) Memory-side design: As memory management and flash
interaction contribute ∼5 µs of paging overhead per flash
access, AstriFlash employs a hardware-managed DRAM cache
to provide efficient near-DRAM capacity management and
orchestration of data movement, thus eliminating the traditional
OS paging overheads. Removing the explicit DRAM-capacity
management in the OS also eliminates OS synchronization
due to page-table modifications and TLB shootdowns for
data movement between DRAM and flash, while substituting
OS-based page replacement policies with cache eviction
policies and I/O scheduling logic with hardware-triggered flash
accesses. AstriFlash requires DRAM controllers to look up
the DRAM cache and determine hit or miss decisions that are

communicated to the requesting core, while the misses cause
the corresponding pages to be fetched from flash.

Incorporating a GB-scale DRAM cache requires careful
consideration in picking the page size. Traditional SRAM
caches have 64B blocks as they need a small block size to track
multiple independent data items to benefit from the temporal
locality closer to the cores. In contrast, the DRAM cache
being the last level in the cache hierarchy should be tailored
for spatial locality as temporal locality is scarce. Moreover,
having 64B blocks in a 32GB cache will require ∼4GB of tags
which is impractical. Therefore, the DRAM cache in AstriFlash
should employ a larger page size such as 4KB. However, even
with a 4KB block size, we still need 64MB of tags which
will be prohibitively expensive to hold in an SRAM tag array.
Therefore, we conservatively employ designs that hold the
tags in the DRAM cache at the cost of serialized tag and
data lookup [35], [36]. System designers can pick alternative
DRAM-cache designs [51], [63] if they can accommodate the
required SRAM tag array.

Similar to the non-blocking on-chip SRAM caches, the
DRAM cache also needs to track multiple concurrent misses.
While the on-chip caches use expensive SRAM structures
(MSHRs) to track 10s of concurrent misses, the DRAM cache
can have 100s of concurrent misses because of the long flash
access latency and thus cannot rely on expensive SRAM
structures. AstriFlash provides scalable bookkeeping of the
DRAM-cache misses using hardware support for an in-DRAM
miss status table, which is inexpensive compared to the typical
CAM-based MSHR solutions. To the best of our knowledge,
previous DRAM-cache proposals [35], [36], [51], [63] suffer
from similar problems but do not provide any solutions.

IV. ASTRIFLASH IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the detailed implementation of
AstriFlash mechanisms in the same sequence as required in
the DRAM-cache miss-handling control path.

A. Flash addressing and memory mapping
AstriFlash uses existing PCIe mechanisms [1], [9] to create

memory mappings for flash. PCIe devices have Base Address
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Registers (BARs) which contain the base address and offset of
the address space assigned to an endpoint device such as an
SSD. At boot time, the OS reads these BARs and acknowledges
them as the physical address space assigned to the SSD. Then,
the OS can use the page tables to directly map virtual addresses
to these physical addresses, thereby exposing the SSD as a
memory device. The obtained physical addresses are used to
look up data in the cache hierarchy and are equivalent to the
Logical Page Numbers of the SSD used internally in Flash
Translation Layer and wear-leveling.

Address translation for servers provisioned with TBs of
DRAM [10], [66] is an important problem [27] as modern
TLB hierarchies cannot provide enough coverage. AstriFlash
can benefit from previously proposed solutions [13], [27], [81],
where Midgard [27] in particular is an excellent fit because
it relies on large cache hierarchy capacity to reduce address
translation overheads. AstriFlash and DRAM-only system have
similar address translation overheads because both the hot data
and corresponding page tables are served from the on-chip or
DRAM caches. However, in the case of cold data accesses, both
the data and the required page tables might have to be retrieved
from flash. While AstriFlash’s switch-on-miss architecture can
provide DRAM-like throughput, serving page table from flash
using a serialized page table walk might cause the application to
violate its SLO. To address this challenge, AstriFlash employs
available hardware and OS support to ensure that page tables
are always DRAM resident.

On the hardware side, we use a hybrid-DRAM architecture
similar to Intel’s Knights Landing [68] in which the DRAM
is split into a cache and a flat space that the OS can use
directly. On the OS side, recent proposals [2] have engineered
Linux to ensure page tables are allocated in specific DRAM
nodes. Therefore, the OS can assuredly place page tables in

a DRAM partition that is directly exposed to the OS. Such a
design requires the DRAM controller to logically partition the
available number of DRAM rows into flat and cached parts at
boot time. The flat rows do not contain tags and expose a unique
physical address range to the OS using BARs, while the cached
rows contain tags and should be probed using the physical
address range exposed by the flash BARs. For every memory
access, if the requested physical address belongs to BARs
dedicated to the flat rows, then the data is retrieved from the
required flat row as per traditional DRAM design. Otherwise,
the cached rows are searched for the required page using the
set index and tag bits. Overall, AstriFlash can place page
tables directly in DRAM and provide the address translation
characteristics of a traditional DRAM-only system.

B. DRAM-cache organization

AstriFlash uses a DRAM-cache design [35] with 4KB page
granularity instead of block-based caches [51], [63], therefore
enabling a simple page fetch from flash on a DRAM-cache miss.
Each DRAM row is equivalent to a set in a set-associative cache
and contains both tag and data fields, as shown in Figure 5a. We
implement two DRAM-cache controllers, where the frontside
controller manages the DRAM-cache accesses, while the
backside controller manages the DRAM-cache misses.

1) Frontside controller (FC): Figure 5b depicts that FC
handles all DRAM data requests from the on-chip caches.
It calculates hit/miss decisions by looking up the tags and
sends replies for each request. We design FC by extending
a traditional DRAM controller which inherits typical DRAM
commands and scheduling policies. When FC receives a request,
it calculates the set index (row number) from the address. It then
checks if the row contains the page using a Row Address Strobe
(RAS) operation to fetch the row into the DRAM row buffer,
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followed by a Column Address Strobe (CAS) operation to fetch
the tags and compare them against the requested address. The
tags contain the physical addresses of the pages as exposed by
flash and each tag occupies 8B. Therefore, each tag column
(64B) can map up to 8 ways. If one of the tags matches, FC
fetches the requested data with further CAS operations and
sends it to the LLC. If no tag matches the requested address,
FC sends a miss request to the backside controller’s queue to
fetch the requested page from flash. If the queue is full, FC
stalls while waiting for free entries in the queue. Once the
backside controller accepts the miss request, FC generates and
sends a miss response for the data request to the LLC.

2) Backside controller (BC): Figure 5c depicts that BC
interacts with flash and manages the metadata required for
handling misses. As flash accesses are long (50 µs), BC has
ample time to perform miss-handling operations. We propose
implementing BC as programmable logic using microcode or
software [25], [45] instead of hardwired FSMs, thus enabling
the implementation of flexible and complex policies.

BC issues a 4KB read request to fetch a page from flash using
the physical address. The on-chip network routes the requests
generated by BC to the PCIe controller, which forwards them
to flash [1], [9]. To receive the requested page, BC needs to
secure available space in the corresponding DRAM set and
might require evicting an existing page. After BC requests the
page from flash, it identifies a victim page and copies it to the
evict buffer. If the evicted page is dirty, it is written back to
flash off the critical path. Once the requested page arrives, BC
installs the data and tag in the designated set and way.

Traditionally, on-chip caches manage misses with Miss Status
Handling Registers (MSHRs). As MSHRs are CAM-based
and expensive, there are only tens of MSHRs per cache. In
AstriFlash, as each miss lasts for 50 µs, it is possible to have
hundreds of concurrent misses, which makes it too expensive
to implement enough MSHRs. Instead, AstriFlash tracks the
outstanding misses in a specialized DRAM row called Miss
Status Row (MSR). The MSR stores miss-handling entries
containing the addresses and metadata of missing pages. To
allow fast searches, we design the MSR as a set-associative
structure where each entry is 8B and can be retrieved with a
CAS operation. Once a DRAM-cache miss is detected, BC
checks the MSR for a pending miss to the same page to avoid
issuing duplicate requests to flash. If BC finds an existing entry,
it discards the request; otherwise, it locates free entries in the
set and allocates a new entry for the request. In case of no free
entries, BC waits for pending flash requests to finish and free
an MSR entry. Once the requested page arrives, BC removes
the matching MSR entry, thus indicating miss completion.

In AstriFlash, the DRAM cache buffers all write operations
that happen only on dirty page evictions, leading to fewer flash
writebacks that are de-prioritized against reads. Flash writes are
expensive as they can trigger garbage collection required for
wear leveling, incurring up to 100ms of latency [26], [80]. To
minimize garbage collection overheads, we suggest employing
previous proposals [80] that perform block erasure only in the
local plane, thus reducing wear-leveling latency.

LOAD 0xMISS
…
…
…

Handler Address Register

DRAM Cache
Miss0xHANDLER

ROB
ROB Flush

Jump to
handler

Switch to next thread

Run

0xHANDLER {
saveRegisters(currThread);
currThread = nextReady( );
loadRegisters(currThread);

jump(currThread->PC);
}

Fig. 6: Switch-on-miss hardware-software interface.

C. µs-scale switch-on-miss architecture

Once FC detects a DRAM-cache miss, it sends a miss signal
to the core to trigger a thread switch instead of the traditional
synchronous wait for data.

1) Sending a miss signal to the core: As the memory
request corresponding to the DRAM-cache miss cannot be
completed immediately and should be executed later, all
resources allocated to the memory request should be reclaimed
for the system to progress. E.g., if MSHRs retain memory
requests that miss in the DRAM cache, all the MSHRs will
eventually get occupied, and the on-chip caches will block.
The mechanism required here is similar to the existing DRAM
ECC error interface. When a non-correctable DRAM ECC error
occurs, the DRAM controller generates an exception for the
requesting core, and all the resources allocated to the request
in the cache hierarchy are reclaimed [33], [70]. AstriFlash
piggybacks miss signaling on the same mechanism, freeing up
the allocated MSHRs at each cache level and sending the miss
signal up the hierarchy towards the requesting core.

2) Triggering a thread switch: The miss signal triggers
a user-level thread switch after reaching the core. Similar
to previous proposals [30], [54], our mechanism for thread
switching requires a new Handler Address Register and Resume
Register as part of the architectural state. For each process,
the handler address register contains the virtual address of the
user-level handler, which will trigger a thread switch using the
user-level thread library. For security purposes, this register can
only be written in privileged mode, thus requiring an additional
system call to verify and install a legitimate handler address.
In contrast, the resume register can be read and written in user
mode. Both these registers are part of the normal process state
and will change on a context switch.

The core-side MSHRs track the memory requests sent to the
cache hierarchy and can link the incoming miss signal back to
the triggering instruction, which is assumed to be in the ROB
as shown in Figure 6. Once the miss-triggering instruction is
identified and all the older instructions have retired, the ROB
is flushed and the Program Counter (PC) is set to the handler
address. The PC of the miss-triggering instruction is saved in
the resume register so that the thread can later resume from
the same instruction. Thus, the CPU is not stalled for flash
accesses and the control is passed back to the program.

3) Forward progress guarantees: The execution of multiple
threads can cause a deadlock in AstriFlash. When rescheduling
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Fig. 7: Aborting speculative stores on a DRAM-cache miss.

a miss-generating thread, the requested page might have already
been evicted because of DRAM-cache contention among
multiple threads and cores, thus preventing the thread from
progressing. To handle such cases, AstriFlash includes an
architectural mechanism to force forward progress of threads
when they are rescheduled so that they are not de-scheduled
again before retiring at least one instruction. Therefore, even if
the requested page is not present in DRAM when the thread is
rescheduled, the thread is not switched out and blocks the core
while waiting for the flash response. Moreover, AstriFlash can
also expose such contention events to software for management
at a higher level. AstriFlash implements this mechanism by
adding a forward progress bit to the resume register. When
a thread is rescheduled and the scheduler needs to force it
to make forward progress, it stores the PC of the resuming
instruction in the resume register and sets the forward progress
bit. If this bit is set, the new memory request for the resuming
instruction is forced to complete synchronously at FC, even if
the DRAM cache misses. Therefore, the resuming instruction
will block the core until it receives the requested data from the
memory hierarchy, after which it retires and unsets the forward
progress bit. Thus, the scheduler can flexibly choose between
thread switches and forward progress while using contention
information for thread scheduling or OS monitoring.

4) Precise exceptions and speculative stores: In modern
processors, each core has a Store Buffer (SB) to collect
stores that have retired but not completed. As stores do not
produce direct register values for younger instructions, the
store can be retired once its value and address are obtained
and it is at the head of the ROB, and is sent to the SB
where it awaits completion. In AstriFlash, as the DRAM
cache might miss for store accesses, a thread switch will be
triggered on corresponding stores. However, if the store has
already retired from the pipeline and is resident in the SB, it
cannot be discarded using existing speculation mechanisms.
Therefore, as it is always possible for a store and the following
instructions to be aborted due to a DRAM-cache miss, the
OoO core is forced to run in a sequentially-consistent manner,
thus prohibiting any memory reorderings of relaxed memory
consistency models [55] and the non-speculative retirement of
younger instructions. We employ post-retirement speculation
techniques [16], [24], [77] that regain the performance of
relaxed memory consistency models by speculatively reordering
memory operations.

Based on ASO [77], we expand the speculation mechanisms
already present in the ROB to cover the SB so that we can abort
the “speculative” stores in case of a DRAM-cache miss. For
typical ROB exceptions/speculation, each instruction’s physical

register mappings are kept until it retires from the ROB. In
case of an exception or misspeculation, the core reverts to
the older mappings before the instruction and discards newer
mappings. We extend the speculation mechanism so that the
mappings for a store are only freed when it leaves the SB.
We assume a 4-way OoO ARM A76 core with 128-entry
ROB, 32-entry SB, and a base 128-entry Physical Register File
(PRF). We analyze our workloads to find that an average of
four registers are modified between two stores, requiring four
additional physical registers per store in the SB. Therefore, a
32-entry SB requires 32*4=128 additional registers in our PRF,
equivalent to 1KB of additional SRAM. Finally, each store
entry in the SB requires a map table to track the associated
physical registers, where each map table entry represents 8-bit
PRF indices for 32 registers, therefore requiring 32*32*8b =
1KB of SRAM. As PRF and map tables consume most of the
additional silicon in ASO, we discount the silicon required
for any additional microarchitectural structures. Based on 7nm
SRAM density projections, modern silicon layouts can provide
2MB SRAM/mm2 while Cortex A76 core is 1.3mm2 in size.
Therefore, our 2KB overhead per core occupies 0.001mm2

(0.1% of Cortex A76), which might be acceptable.

D. Incorporating user-level threads

AstriFlash uses a user-level threading library that interacts
with the hardware to provide hardware-triggered µs-scale thread
switches on a DRAM-cache miss. The thread scheduler is
designed to ensure that online services can satisfy their tail-
latency requirements. We implement the proposed user-level
threading library in C and Assembly and evaluate it with a
cycle-accurate full-system simulator described in section V.

1) User-level threads: For each physical core, we assume a
single global queue that receives jobs from the clients. The user-
level scheduler picks new jobs from this queue and executes
them on user-level worker threads. The same scheduler manages
the context of each thread and switches among them for
cooperative multithreading. This scheduling model [5], [19],
[61] allows the applications to be easily ported to the AstriFlash
infrastructure using the traditional notion of threads.

The scheduler cannot preempt the user-level threads directly
as jobs are much smaller than the typical OS time quantum.
Therefore, AstriFlash executes the jobs on a run-to-completion
basis, except when they trigger a DRAM-cache miss and have
to wait for data access from flash to complete. AstriFlash allows
the user-level scheduler to be triggered on a DRAM-cache miss,
which can be enabled by installing the scheduler handler’s
address in the handler address register. Once the scheduler
is triggered, it deschedules the running thread that suffered
the DRAM-cache miss and schedules a ready thread, thus
overlapping the wait for the flash reply with useful work. The
scheduler backs up the context for the running thread, consisting
of the general-purpose registers and AstriFlash-specific resume
register, and stores it on the thread stack. Logically, on a
DRAM-cache miss, the running thread is halted and is stored
in a pending job queue, as shown in Figure 8. The pending
queue’s size is limited so that pending jobs do not exceed the
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Fig. 8: Priority-based thread scheduling in AstriFlash.

tail-latency requirements. Once the pending queue is full, any
new DRAM-cache misses result in the scheduler waiting for
the flash response for the oldest job.

2) Priority scheduling with aging: The user-level thread
library schedules new and pending jobs where the new jobs
have never been scheduled for execution, while the pending
jobs were halted after being scheduled because they suffered a
DRAM-cache miss. The scheduler is optimized to provide the
service latency distribution that matches the ideal Flash-Sync
system (Figure 4b), where the jobs wait for flash to respond.

We implement a priority scheduler that assigns a default
priority of one to pending jobs and a higher priority of two
to new jobs to overlap the flash access latency with useful
work. However, similar to traditional priority scheduling [71],
AstriFlash also needs to handle the starvation problem. In a
skewed job distribution, it is possible to have consecutive new
jobs that do not face DRAM-cache misses, causing a simpler
scheduler to starve the pending queue. However, Aging policies
can be used to prevent such starvation. Each job entry records
a timestamp when it enters the pending queue. When picking
a new job to execute, the scheduler checks the head of the
pending queue. If the age of the head job is greater than the
average flash response time, then the scheduler picks it to
execute; otherwise, it picks a new job, as shown in Figure 8.
To combat latency spikes due to garbage collection and flash-
side queuing, it is possible to program the backside controller
and create a notification mechanism using queue pairs that can
notify the core upon page arrivals from flash, similar to modern
storage response arrivals [32], [69]. The scheduler can then
read the queue pairs and schedule the corresponding thread.
As datacenter jobs typically take 10-100 µs to finish, which
is comparable to the flash latency itself, the pending jobs can
be scheduled soon after their data arrives from flash. In this
manner, the user-level thread scheduler maintains a service
latency distribution similar to the Flash-Sync system.

V. METHODOLOGY

A. Applications and system architecture

We implement a user-level threading library that spawns
32-64 user threads per core (depending on the workload)
and provides fast switching amongst them. We evaluate
Silo and Masstree workloads from Tailbench [40] and port
them to our threading library with few changes. We also
evaluate five workloads from a microbenchmark suite [28]
to capture data structure access patterns along with high-
level database operations such as TATP and TPCC. In Array
Swap, each operation swaps two array elements, generating

Core
16× ARM Cortex-A76 [79], 64-bit, 2GHz
4-way OoO, 128-entry ROB, 32-entry SB

TLB L1(I,D): 48 entries, L2: 1024 entries

L1 Caches
64KB 4-way L1D, 64KB 4-way L1I
64-byte blocks, 2 ports, 32 MSHRs
2-cycle latency (tag+data)

LLC 1MB/tile, 16-way, 6-cycle access, non-inclusive
Coherence Directory-based MESI

Interconnect 4× 4 2D mesh, 16B links, 3 cycles/hop

DRAM cache
4 MCs, 2GB per MC (512MB per core)
128K sets, 4 ways, 16KB row, 4KB page
RAS = 55 cycles, CAS (8B) = 3 cycles

SSD
50/100 µs random read/write latency
4KB page, 4GB/Plane, TLC, Plane-blocking GC

TABLE I: System parameters for simulation on QFlex.

both reads and writes. Red Black Tree (RBT) and Hash
Table perform data structure lookups with pointer chasing
behavior. TATP and TPCC execute ‘update subscriber data’
and ‘neworder’ transactions for items in a database. We model
data accesses with an analytical Zipfian distribution so that the
benchmarks trigger a DRAM-cache miss every 5-25 µs. Our
workloads mimic limited write traffic as identified by previous
proposals [1], [76], resulting in infrequent garbage collection
events and practical endurance/lifetime for flash.

We model 16× ARM Cortex-A76 cores with 1MB LLC
per core. We scale down our 1TB dataset for 64 cores to a
256GB dataset for 16 cores and use an 8GB (3%) DRAM
cache while flash stores the 256GB dataset. Both the DRAM
cache and flash use the standard page size of 4KB. The
frontside controller is an FSM that extends the traditional
DRAM controller and uses FR-FCFS scheduling. We model
one cycle each to issue commands for opening DRAM rows
and columns, sending hit/miss responses to the on-chip caches,
and miss requests to the backside controller. In contrast to the
frontside controller, the backside controller is programmable
and is slower in issuing requests. We model three cycles each
for issuing DRAM commands and sending requests to flash.

For the AstriFlash scheduler, we implement job-based
priority scheduling as described in subsection IV-D. We model
a large job queue to evaluate the maximum throughput the
system can sustain while also monitoring the service time of
each job. Apart from actual work, the service time includes
the wait time in case of a DRAM-cache miss but does not
include the time spent waiting in the job queue. To measure
the tail latency distribution, we use a Poisson process to model
request arrival times and measure both the queuing time in the
job queue and the service time.

B. Evaluated configurations

We use QFlex [59], a cycle-accurate full-system simulator
based on Flexus [78] to evaluate AstriFlash. Table I lists the
detailed simulation parameters used in QFlex. We evaluate the
following configurations:

1) DRAM-only represents ideal performance, as all the data
is served from DRAM without any flash accesses.
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Fig. 9: Throughput comparison of different configurations
normalized to a DRAM-only system.

2) AstriFlash represents our proposal, where DRAM acts
as a hardware cache and contains the hot data, while
the backing flash contains the whole dataset. A priority
scheduler is used for switching among user-level threads,
and each switch costs around 100ns.

3) AstriFlash-Ideal represents the AstriFlash design with no
cost associated with thread switching.

4) AstriFlash-noPS represents AstriFlash with a FIFO
scheduling policy instead of Priority Scheduling.

5) AstriFlash-noDP represents AstriFlash without DRAM
partitioning, and thus TLB misses can incur flash-based
page-table walks (subsection IV-A).

6) OS-Swap represents traditional systems where the OS
uses paging to swap pages between the DRAM and flash
(subsection III-A).

7) Flash-Sync represents FlatFlash [1], a latency-optimized
system where the core waits for flash accesses to complete
synchronously, thus resulting in a 50 µs delay.

VI. EVALUATION

This section describes our evaluation of AstriFlash based
on cycle-accurate simulation. The evaluation results include
throughput, service time, and tail latency comparisons.

A. Throughput comparison

We first evaluate the throughput of AstriFlash compared to a
DRAM-only system. Figure 9 shows that AstriFlash achieves
an average of 95%, while AstriFlash-Ideal achieves 96% of
the DRAM-only system’s throughput. The 5% throughput loss
is because of the DRAM-cache tag comparisons and response
wait, pipeline flush for every DRAM-cache miss, and the
scheduler overhead for switching threads.

For each DRAM-cache miss, DRAM-side tag checking is
an overhead because it does not result in data access and will
be repeated later. When the miss signal is sent to the core, the
pipeline is flushed to redirect control to the user-level handler.
As modern processors feature 100s of ROB entries, each
flush loses useful work done by the OoO pipeline resulting in
throughput degradation. As TPCC is the most computationally
intensive workload, there is higher throughput degradation as

Benchmark AstriFlash AstriFlash-noPS AstriFlash-noDP

Masstree 1.02 4.61 2.43
Silo 1.01 6.73 1.57
Array Swap 1.04 12.03 1.84
RBT 1.03 5.98 2.03
Hash Table 1.01 3.92 1.26
TATP 1.01 15.33 2.01
TPCC 1.01 5.09 2.96
Geomean 1.02 6.82 1.76

TABLE II: Comparison of 99th-percentile service latency
normalized to the Flash-Sync configuration service latency.

each ROB flush is comparatively costlier. Finally, the user-level
thread scheduler also causes throughput degradation as each
switch on a DRAM-cache miss takes 100ns.

The OS-Swap configuration achieves 58% of the DRAM-
only system’s throughput as it has high page fault and context
switch overheads for each DRAM-cache miss. The Flash-Sync
configuration achieves only 27% of the DRAM-only system’s
throughput because the core has to wait for flash to respond to
each DRAM-cache miss. Overall, AstriFlash achieves DRAM-
like throughput while reducing the memory cost by 20x using
a small DRAM cache and cost-effective flash.

B. Service-latency comparison

AstriFlash must schedule both new and pending jobs fairly
so that the service latency of the pending jobs does not lead
to SLO violations. We show that AstriFlash – along with
an optimized priority-based scheduling policy – achieves a
similar latency distribution as in the Flash-Sync system. Table II
compares the 99th-percentile latency from AstriFlash against
AstriFlash-noPS that does not use the Priority Scheduler and
AstriFlash-noDP that does not have DRAM partitioning, thus
resulting in flash-based page-table walks. We normalize all
latencies to the 99th-percentile latency of Flash-Sync as it
represents the ideal latency when accessing flash. Compared
to Flash-Sync, AstriFlash has a 2% latency degradation as
once the requested page arrives, the non-preemptive scheduler
might have to wait for the current job to finish before it can
schedule the pending job. In contrast, AstriFlash-noPS has a
∼7x latency degradation as the scheduler executes new jobs
even if the requested page for a pending job has arrived and
only checks the pending queue when encountering a miss.
Thus, the priority scheduler prevents the pending queue from
starvation by checking it after every request. AstriFlash-noDP
has a ∼70% latency degradation as page-table entries for cold
pages have to be fetched from flash, which affects the 99th-
percentile latency and can violate the SLO.

C. Tail-latency comparison

We study the tail-latency distribution for TATP, as it
represents the short database operations present in datacenter
workloads and takes ten µs on average. We use a Poisson
process to model a bursty request arrival distribution and sweep
the average inter-arrival time between requests from zero to
ten µs, where each value represents a different request load in
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the system. Figure 10 represents the tail-latency distribution of
the DRAM-only system and AstriFlash. The X-axis represents
the system throughput normalized to the maximum throughput
of the DRAM-only system, while the Y-axis represents the
99th-percentile latency normalized to the average service time
of the DRAM-only system, as previously shown in Figure 3.
AstriFlash has higher 99th-percentile latency even at low loads
with negligible queuing because of requests that require flash
access. However, as the load increases, queuing latency also
increases allowing the AstriFlash switch-on-miss architecture to
overlap the flash access latency with queuing latency. Therefore,
AstriFlash with 93% throughput matches the tail latency of a
DRAM-only system with 96% throughput, thus maintaining
the same tail latency with only 3% less throughput and 20x
less memory cost.

The tail latency for the same load is worse because each
DRAM-cache miss flushes the ROB, and the following thread
switch destroys the on-chip cache/TLB locality, incurring more
on-chip misses. It is also possible that requests which have
already faced a long queuing delay further incur a DRAM-
cache miss, thus exacerbating their overall response latency.
Even though the service latency is higher as AstriFlash includes
the flash access time, the queueing latency is significantly lower
because fast DRAM-miss-triggered thread switches reduce the
overall queueing, thus maintaining the same response time.
Overall, as AstriFlash achieves near-DRAM 99th-percentile
response latency, it enables online services to serve data directly
from flash while maintaining the overall tail-latency constraints.

D. Garbage collection overheads

Garbage collection events in flash may block incoming read
requests. For a flash with 256GB capacity, garbage collection
blocks 4% of read/write requests [80], which impacts the tail
latency. As AstriFlash uses a 1TB flash with more chips, the
number of blocked requests reduces by more than 4x the 256GB
flash, affecting less than 1% of the total requests. Moreover,
AstriFlash can employ previously proposed local garbage
collection algorithms to further enforce tail latency [80]. Finally,
as flash writes are asynchronous, garbage collection generally
happens off the critical path, thus preventing AstriFlash from
suffering severe tail latency degradation.

VII. RELATED WORK

AstriFlash is inspired by various previous proposals:
Flash integration: Flash-based memory systems significantly

improve performance compared to disks. SSDAlloc [8] pro-
poses a hybrid DRAM/flash memory manager while using flash
as a log-structured page store. FlashMap [31] maps flash into
a unified address space with DRAM. 2B-SSD [9] proposes
accessing the same file with two separate byte-based and block-
based I/O paths by utilizing a byte-addressable SSD and MMIO.
FlatFlash [1] proposes a horizontally-tiered flash-based memory
system to use DRAM as a cache for flash with customized
page promotion techniques. A similar system was proposed by
PageSeer [43] in the context of NVM. Overall, these proposals
aim for a tighter integration of flash with the CPU.

Emerging memory technologies: NVM provides lower la-
tency, higher bandwidth, and better endurance than flash [28].
Eisenman et al. [22] propose an NVM-based memory system
for Facebook’s workloads. They also study trade-offs across
capacity, latency, and persistence and propose using NVM as
a software-controlled cache between DRAM and flash. While
NVM provides various attractive performance use cases, it
does not benefit from economies of scale as of now and thus
has severe volatility in its cost.

User-level threading and killer microseconds: AstriFlash’s
switch-on-miss architecture is inspired by informing memory
operations [30] with lightweight multi-threading [54]. As
lean user-level threading libraries [5], [44], [61] provide fast
ns-scale thread switching, they are also useful for hiding
DRAM accesses, e.g., co-routines for databases [38], [60].
Duplexity [53] shares resources in OoO cores with other smaller
cores to hide µs-scale stalls, while Cho et al. [19] apply system-
level modifications to get rid of µs-scale stalls. AIFM [65]
uses highly-optimized user-level preemptions to migrate pages
between local and remote devices efficiently.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We proposed AstriFlash, a flash-based system for online
services that eliminates traditional demand paging overheads by
employing a hardware/software co-designed µs-scale switch-
on-miss architecture. AstriFlash serves data directly out of
flash and achieves DRAM-like performance, thus allowing
integration of denser and slower memory technologies for
online services. Overall, AstriFlash reduces the memory cost by
20x, providing a solution for future TB-scale memory systems.
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